Year Group Expectations

Progression in Subtraction leading to a written form

[Mental strategies additional to Progression.]

Objective
and strategy

Concrete

Pictorial

Abstract
Year 1

Taking away
ones

Fluency– to know addition number facts for all
numbers up to 20 and related subtraction facts.

18-3=15

Place value– Begin to represent 2 digit numbers in tens and units
[ teens]
Mental calculations– 1 less

8-6=2

Children need to understand the equality sign so that the sign is
not just interpreted as ‘the answer’
Promote 6,7,8,and 9 as 5 + something through money, hands.
and numicon.

Counting
back

13-4= 9
Start at larger number
and jump back 4 ones.
Year 2
Fluency –to use known addition and related subtraction facts up
to 20 to solve problems and relate to facts to 100.
Place value– represent each 2 digit number in 10s and units. To
know 0 as a place holder.

Jumping under the line

Mental calculations– subtract any 1 digit from a 2 digit number
Any multiple of 10 from a 2 digit number
Some 2 digit from 2 digit numbers.

Finding
difference

5+

= 11

Mental strategies -to continue to promote even when moving to
column expanded method.
Subtracting 9,11,19 and 21 by subtracting multiples of 10 and
adjusting .
Bridging through 10 /multiples of 10

Objective and
strategy

Concrete

Pictorial

Abstract

Year 3
Written expectations– 2 3 digit numbers using formal written.

Part,part whole
model

Facts – to use known number facts to 20 ,100 and doubles.
Place Value– Represent 3 digit numbers in 100s,10s,and units
and know 0 as a place holder.
Introduce tenths in the context of money with
decimal point. Awareness of negative numbers.
Mental calculations– additional to Y2 -subtract any 1 digit
number from a 3 digit, subtract any multiple of 10 from 3
digits, subtract multiples of 100 from 3 digit number.
Continue to promote for mental calculation subtracting a near
multiple of 10 ,100 from a 2 or 3 digit number and adjusting,
bridging through a multiple of ten or 100 and using number
facts and adjusting. Finding a difference.

Make 10

Bridging
through ten

Year 4
Written expectations-2 4-digit numbers.
Facts– to use known number facts to 20,100,1000 and
doubles.
Place Value– Represent 4 digit numbers in 1000s, 100s,10s,and
units and know 0 as a place holder.
Introduce tenths/hundredths with decimal point.

Subtracting
multiples of 10
and units

56-23
Subtract 9/11 19/21 by subtracting multiples of 10
and adjusting by 1

+1

48-29 48– 30 +1

56-23
56-10-10-1-1-1=
56-20= 36
36-3 =33
56-39
56-40=16
16+1=17

Mental calculations– additional to those from previous years
4 digit -1 digit, 4 digit -multiple of 10, 4 digit-multiple of
1000 .
Promote the use of number line to aid mental calculation by
subtracting back near multiples of 10,100,1000 and adjusting,
Bridging through multiples of 10,finding difference.

Objective and
strategy

Concrete

Pictorial

Abstract

Year 5
Written expectations –subtract whole numbers with more than 4
digits using a formal written method.

Column
methodwithout
regrouping

Subtract decimals with up to 2 decimal places.
Place value– using 7 digit numbers and knowing what each digit
represents .
Working with tenths, hundredths thousands with decimal point.
Mental calculations Subtracting increasingly larger numbers using :
Partitioning in different ways, finding the difference , numberfacts, subtracting near multiplies of 10,100,1000 then adjusting,
bridging through 10,100,1000 or to an hour in the context of
time.

Year 6
Written expectations –Subtract whole numbers with more than 4
digits using a formal written method.

Column
method
Regrouping

Subtract decimals with up to 3 decimal places.
Place value– using 8 digit numbers and knowing what each digit
represents .
Working with tenths, hundredths thousands with decimal point.
Mental calculationsSubtracting increasingly larger numbers and operations than
involve mixed operations and brackets.

Subtracting increasingly larger numbers using :

Continue by exchanging one hundred for
tens and how you can now take 8 tens
away.
Show children how to concrete method
lines to the written method alongside your
workings, cross out the numbers when
exchange and show where we write the
new amount

Partitioning in different ways, finding the difference, number
facts, subtracting near multiples of 10,100,1000 then adjusting,
bridging through 10,100,1000 or to an hour in the context of
time.

